WOOD TV-8 Downtown Studio  
151 S. Rose Street  
5:00 – 8:00 pm  
The Mickeys blend Indie and Americana music; creating a unique acoustic sound with powerful sibling harmonies and guitar/dobro.

First Baptist Church  
315 W. Michigan Avenue  
5:00 – 8:00 pm  
Elvira Ubaldo Ace Ruiz-Xochizuatl IV works on healing internal ancestral trauma and spiritual decolonization through the moon and stars. They're too magical for the colonizers!

Kalamazoo Institute of Arts  
435 W. South Street  
5:00 – 8:00 pm  
Express yourself @ the KIA: make and enjoy art at the most spacious and soothing Art Hop venue as you enjoy the Expressionist Figure exhibition.

Rose Gold Coffee Company  
220 W. Michigan Avenue Suite B  
4:00 – 7:00 pm  
Hali Williams creates pieces that emphasize the connection and equilibrium between all living beings on Earth and entice viewers with the finer details and experiences.

Fuze - kitchen & bar  
214 E. Michigan Avenue  
5:00 – 9:00 pm  
Local tattooer Luke Forton from Art and Soul Tattoo specializes in black and grey images. This show takes his style of tattooing to other mediums.

Old Dog Tavern  
402 E. Kalamazoo Avenue  
5:00 – 9:00 pm  
Artists Kevin Hamman and Kate Sproul will display original artwork of Gibson guitars and the portraits of Old Dog Tavern Divas.

Sarkozy Bakery  
350 E. Michigan Avenue Suite 100  
5:00 – 8:00 pm  
Paul Marquardt presents “Masks” - a rare opportunity to view a series not seen for 30 years combined with newly created masks.
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It's no longer just about wearing red; it's no longer just about sharing heart health facts. It's about ALL women and men, making a commitment to stand together with the American Heart Association -American Stroke Association and Go Red as we all take charge of our heart health.

Every **40 secs** someone dies from heart disease and stroke, yet 80% of heart disease is preventable.

**ART IS GOOD FOR YOUR HEART!**

Did you know that creating **ART** can be used to relieve stress and relax your mind and body?

Listening to **MUSIC** can:

- Improve blood vessel function by relaxing arteries
- Help heart rate and blood pressure levels to return to baseline more quickly after physical exertion
- Ease anxiety in heart attack survivors
- Help people recovering from heart surgery to feel less pain and anxiety (and possibly sleep better).

*According to an article in Harvard Health (as evidenced by a number of different studies)

We encourage you to **WEAR RED** and stop by the many Art Hop Venues that are supporting the **GO RED** movement. Plus, the American Heart Association will be at the Epic Center hosting live Art Therapy sessions! Look for the big red dress out front!
Jonathan Wijnberg’s show is based on his philosophies of regionalist art; painting about the region and environment, and the people where he lives.

Jazz and Creative Institute faculty, soprano Carmen Bell and pianist Rufus Ferguson, present “African American Spirituals, Songs of Freedom” in celebration of Black History Month.

The Seventh Annual Storytelling Festival, featuring stories and songs of Life in the Mitten, kicks off with Art Hop.

Kids Prints Extravaganza! Prints and broadsides created by area school students will line the walls with color and creativity!

One of the largest art communities with 95 studios and over 100 artists, artisans, and small businesses. Works in glass, paint, wood, pottery, metalsmithing, and much more!

Diekema - Hamann
612 S. Park Street
5:00 – 7:00 pm
Jonathan Wijnberg’s show is based on his philosophies of regionalist art; painting about the region and environment, and the people where he lives.
American Heart Association
Epic Center, 2nd Floor
359 S. Kalamazoo Mall
5:00 – 8:00 pm
The American Heart Association is hosting live art therapy sessions for Heart & Stroke patients, caregivers and friends. Also, try the stroke experiential challenge.

Black Arts & Cultural Center
Epic Center, Suite 202
359 S. Kalamazoo Mall
5:00 – 8:00 pm
Detroit native Carman Jones is resilient, innovative and creative, stepping into purpose to create from experiences for a sense of freedom.

Crescendo Academy of Music
Epic Center, Suite 12
359 S. Kalamazoo Mall
5:00 – 8:00 pm
Enjoy traditional Chinese art, fashion, music, dance and more at this preview for the Chinese New Year Celebration at Chenery Auditorium on Feb 2nd.

Public Media Network
Epic Center, 3rd Floor
359 S. Kalamazoo Mall
5:00 – 8:00 pm
A multi-media trip around the world with the Merze Tate Explorers, drawings by Alexandria Courtney, experience virtual reality, and live jazz with Last Gasp.

KVCC Center for New Media & Arcus Gallery
100 W. Michigan Avenue
5:30 – 8:00 pm
Marcy Mitchell works with the medium of oil pastels exploring the idea of romanticizing a more modest way of living while dismissing life’s difficulties.

Starbucks
Radisson Plaza Hotel
100 W. Michigan Avenue
5:00 – 8:00 pm
James White’s art takes onlookers to another place, regardless of the medium. It is organic in nature, drawing inspiration from his life.

Zazios
100 W. Michigan Avenue
5:00 – 8:00 pm
Guitarist, composer, writer for Gold Company & Advanced Jazz Ensemble and WMU Jazz Studies graduate, Andrew Saliba, performs locally in Downbeat award-winning group Lushh.

Kalamazoo Arts Council
Epic Center, Suite 203
359 S. Kalamazoo Mall
5:00 – 8:00 pm
Art of Pamela Kirkham - past and present. Includes photorealistic, realistic, and transitional works encompassing a variety of subjects, many based on nature.

Carver Gallery
240 S. Kalamazoo Mall
5:00 – 9:00 pm
Photographs by Norm Carver. Glass by Joan Carver

Consumers Credit Union
125 S. Kalamazoo Mall
5:00 – 8:00 pm
The outstanding art staff of Kalamazoo Public Schools will be showcasing a variety of personal work.

MRC artWorks
330 S. Kalamazoo Mall
5:30 – 8:00 pm
February’s window theme: “Art with Heart.” A working studio and gallery space for adults living with disabilities to create and sell art.

Weber’s Prime
Radisson Plaza Hotel, 2nd Floor
100 W. Michigan Avenue
5:00 – 8:00 pm
Patrick Hershberger. New abstract artwork on canvas with spray paint, acrylic, and resin. Bonus Saves creates symbolism inspired by the Tarot.

We Want You!
Come Join the Fun –
We’re holding Open Auditions for our 2019 Shows!

Next Audition: February 25 & 26, 2019
Shows - Peter and Wendy, The Rider’s Ghost, Wally’s Garage: The Mouse Trap
Auditions begin at 7:00 pm at the Epic Center
359 S. Kalamazoo Mall, downtown Kalamazoo